Jock Real Dreams: The Real World (Classic Reprint)

March dusk long after he had really given
up all hope of seeing his brothers tall form
come up the lane. Steve usually got home
from the Academy by one oclock, or a little
after. Jack had looked for him pretty
steadily since twelve. A dozen times his
grip on the pickets had tightened nervously
when he detected some one in the vague
territory at the extremity of the lane, and
then slowly relaxed as a strangers
countenance emerged on a nearer view. At
first the day had been brilliantly lighted
with clear sun, but as the hours crept on
and the wrong figures repeated them selves
with increasing frequency, thin vaporish
clouds had spread themselves over the blue
sky, and a spring fog had come from the
distant seacoast, filtering through the
straggling houses, casting a mantle of
doubt over common objects. So the persons
of the passers-by had taken on an unreality,
a vagueness of outline, corresponding with
the cloudy thoughts, the disappointment in
the boys(Typographical errors above are
due to OCR software and dont occur in the
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